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Background

Model architecture

Experiments

The current paradigm for creating and deploying
immersive audio content is based on audio
objects, which are composed of an audio track
and position metadata (e.g., Dolby Atmos).

Our model consists of:
• A trainable object extractor module (encoder),
• A non-trainable renderer (decoder),

We propose two experiments ,differing in the
number of objects to be extracted (1 or 3).
The task amounts to extracting 1 or 3 objects and
the bed channels from a 5.1 mix.
Baseline: Best object extraction in absence of
sound source separation (object downmixes).
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Training configurations compared:
• Supervised training with Atmos database
• Unsupervised fit to specific mix
• Supervised pre-training + unsupervised fit
(finetuned)
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While rendering an object-based production into a
multichannel mix is straightforward, the reverse
process involves sound source separation and
estimating the spatial trajectories of the extracted
sources.

Goal
Converting legacy multichannel (e.g. 5.1)
into object-based production (e.g. Dolby Atmos)
by extracting audio objects.
• Adaptation to new reproduction venues
(e.g. Dolby Atmos, with in-height speakers).
• Object modification and remapping.

Losses
Evaluation
We rely on reconstruction losses (L1), to match the
content of the mix at the multichannel level, and
regularization losses, which penalize:

Scale-invariant SDR (SI-SDR) improvement over
baseline:

• Content in bed channels
• Rapidly accelerating objects (“jumpy” objects)
• Very slowly moving objects (static objects)
•…

Example results
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Challenges
• Generic object content: All kinds of sources
objects present in the mix.
• Scalability: 10s or 100s of objects in each
cinematic mix.
• Mix ambiguity:
‒Permutation ambiguity: No specific order of the
objects in the mix.
‒Single auditory event is sometimes represented
by several objects combined

Output:
• Object audio

Comparison of training configutations:
• Supervised: more predictive and robust results
• Unsupervised fit: potentially better, less robust,
more aggressive (needs tuning)
• Finetuned: little advantage of pre-training

Multichannel-based learning

Conclusions

We propose a novel deep learning approach to
object extraction that learns from the
multichannel renders of object-based productions

We learn from multichannel renders thanks to the
architectural constraints (enforcing a specific
object-based format), and the regularization loss
terms (enforcing objects to behave as expected).

How to compare extracted
objects to reference?
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• Object trajectory

Don’t compare objects,
compare renderings!
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Possibility to formulate the problem in a weakly
supervised or an unsupervised fashion.
The unsupervised training furthermore allows to do
an unsupervised fit to one single example.

Multichannel-based learning can be formulated in
two configurations (that can be combined):
• Weakly supervised (Atmos training database)

• Multichannel residual

• Unsupervised
‒With 5.1 training database
‒Without training database: custom fit
Never see objects in training…
…but capable of extracting them
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